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NEW PLATINUM PLUS

  NEW   PLATINUM PLUS 
 Whitener Paste 
This is the first pasta Whitener innovative technology Nutriceride and white bee wax for a
maximum respect of the hair, a lightening quick and a blond uniform. The PLATINUM
PLUS pasta mixed with one of the three nutri - specific activators innovative performance
guarantees 5 :
- Lightening fast up to 7 tones with any technical
- Net result of bleaching and uniform
- Maximum respect for the hair : the hair of the lipid is maintained at 100%;
- Texture measure: a versatile mixture depending on the habits and technique to be
implemented;
- Safety in the salon : zero zero volatility and therefore inhalation of noxious gases.
It is suitable for making streaks in so-called hard cases : colored hair, bases, medium and
dark hair, medium and large. 

  method of use  : in a polypropylene container take 20 gr. Whitener pasta and mix with
the Nutri- specific activator in amounts Platinium 1 +1 / 1 +2 / 1 +3, depending on the
desired consistency. Apply the product on the parts to lighten and leave on for up to 50
minutes. The product should not come into contact with the skin. Rinse thoroughly and use
a shampoo Optimiseur Platinum.
 box:  box of 500 gr.

 NEW PLATINUM PLUS
Whitener paste without ammonia 
PLATINUM is the first pasta Whitener innovative technology Nutriceride and white bee
wax for maximum compliance with the blond hair and a tailor. Pasta Platinium without
ammonia mixed with one of three specific guarantees nutriattivatori 4 performances
innovative
- Blonde tailor- lifting power up to 6 shades with any technical
- Maximum respect for the hair : the hair of the lipid is maintained at 100%;
- Texture measure: a versatile mixture depending on the habits and technique to be
implemented;
- Safety in the salon : zero zero volatility so inhalation of noxious gases.
It is suitable for making streaks in the so-called easy cases : natural hair, bases medium /
light hair, medium / fine. 
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  method of use :  in a polypropylene container store 20 grams of decolorizing pulp and
mix it with the Nutriattivatore Specific Platinium quantity 1 +1 / 1 +2 / 1 +3 ml depending
the desired consistency. Apply the product on the parts to lighten and leave on for 50
minutes or up to a maximum of 15 minutes under the heat source. The product should not
come into contact with the skin.
Rinse thoroughly and use a shampoo Optimiseur Platinum.
 box:  box of 500 gr. 
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